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Description

Opening
Change Default Image

The default document can be changed

Change Templates

The set of templates at startup can be changed

Create new Transparent Image

You can create a new image with a transparent background

Automated Actions

Comes with automated actions, such as for iPhoto

Compare to Last Saved

You can compare a document to the last saved version of it

Scriptable

Provides a method to script the program

File Formats
PDF

You can edit in a read-only way a PDF Document

Set PDF Resolution

You can set the resolution of the PDF you import

XCF

Can edit GIMP’s native file format

PSD

Can open Photoshop’s format

SVG

Can open SVG Files

File Export Preview

There is a preview when exporting files to the Web

Viewing
View Zoom Slider

There is a slider to change the view of the document

Customizable Grid

There is a customizable grid to display over the image

Full Screen View

You can edit in a full screen view that hides elements such as the Menu Bar

Customizable Rulers

You can customize the rulers and the units used

Standard Toolbar

The standard Mac OS X Toolbar is used

Tabbed

Many documents can be consolidated in the same window using Tabs

All-in-One Interface

This app doesn’t use a large number of palettes to edit a document

Undo / Redo Tips

The undo history has text tips associated with it

Scroll Wheel Zoom

The user can change the zoom level with the scroll wheel (and a modifier)

Information
Canvas Size

The size of the image canvas can be permanently visible

Mouse Position

The coordinates of the mouse are visible

Width and Height

The width and height of the current selection

Delta X / Y

When dragging your mouse, you see how far it’s gone

Color Sample

A live color sample of the point under the mouse (in RGBA)

Layers
Copy Merged

You can copy all of layers underneath your selection as a merged image

New from iSight

You can create a new layer from your iSight camera

Editable Mask

The alpha layer / mask of a layer is directly editable (and you can see it)

Lock Alpha Layer

The transparency of a layer can be locked

Layers from Screenshots

You can create a set of layers from screenshots of each of the windows in the OS

Layer Grouping

You can store layers in groups to take up less space

Linked Layers

You can link layers to preform bulk actions on them (such as moving)

Selection
Boolean Operations

Selections can be added, subtracted, or multiplied

Inverse Intersect Operation

You can easily select the inverse of an intersect of selections

Marching Ants

You can view the selection as a set of dashed boundaries (Photoshop)

Selection Mask

You can view the selection as a mask (like Preview.app)

Feathering

The selection can be feathered with one setting

Aspect Ratios

Define an aspect ratio for selections

Selection Size

Define an absolute size for the selection

Move Selections

Easily move the selection with or without the content in it

Resize

Easily resize the selection (like Preview.app)

Rounded Rectangle

Make a rounded rectangle selection (with variable radius)

Tools
One-Click Tool Access

All of the tools can be accessed with just one click in the UI

Pencil Tool

A pixel-specific tool

Snap to 45°

You can snap strokes to 45° angles

Vector Shapes

Shapes that are editable vectors

Sub-pixel Text Rendering

Text can be rendered with sub-pixels precision

Text Layers

Text layers that can be edited in the future are preserved

Paths

Vector (bezier) paths can be drawn into the image

Custom Gradients

The user can store many different customized gradients

Repeating Gradients

You can paint a gradient with a repeating pattern

Custom Brushes

The user can create a set of different brushes and change basic properties

Pressure Sensitivity

When you use this with drawing tablets, there is pressure sensitivity

Full Brush Settings

There are a wide range of values you can change on a Brush

Transformations
Free Transform

A free transform where you can change any part of the layer.

Scale

Layers can be scaled.

Trim

The boundaries of a layer can be trimmed.

Skew

A one-axis skew transform.

Rotate

Layers can be rotated.

Perspective

A perspective transformation.

Effects
Live Preview

As you change the values of a filter the changes appear instantly

Effect Layers

Filter layers can be applied that don’t permanently affect the underlying layers.

Core Image

Uses Mac OS X’s core image filters.

AutoContrast

A one-click automatic adjustment of the contrast.

AutoLevels

A one-click automatic adjustment of the levels.

System Requirements
Tiger

This can run on Mac OS X 10.4

Leopard

This can run on Mac OS X 10.5 or 10.6

Licence
$0.00

Price
License

GPL

$49.99
Commercial

$59.99
Commercial

$79.99
Commercial

$0.00
GPL

$699.00 How much it costs to buy a new copy of this software
Commercial

The license it’s released under

